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Some food for thought...

• Just shy of 1/3rd of our global carbon footprint is food related
(Vermeulen et al. 2012)

• Up to 1/3rd of the food purchased in the developed world is wasted by the
consumer – yep 1/3rd of the money you spend on food is wasted
(FAO 2013)

• If food waste was a nation, it would be the third largest emitter of greenhouse
gases
(Benton 2016)

• Approximately 60% of the adult population in the USA, UK and Australia is
overweight or obese – with no signs of this trend decreasing
(IHME 2014; NHMRC 2014)

• Food production generates 10 billion dollars per annum in the UK – obesity
costs the UK approximately 50 billion
(Benton, 2016)

The figures are utterly staggering, and have led to growing concern around food 
and sustainability. However, to date the majority of discussion has focused on 
growing more food on less land more efficiently – as it is often said that we need to 
double food production in order to feed a world at nine-billion (assuming what we 
currently eat is maintained). We argue that the food sector should equally look at 
the consumer side of food (food choice, diet and demand) as much as production. 
The energy sector in many intelligent places figured this out a while ago, 
understanding that the most cost effective way to mitigate CO2-eq emissions is 
through reducing demand, rather than just increasing the supply of green energy. 
The same goes for food! We can not just grow more food more efficiently. 
When looking into this complex problem, there are range of potential alternative 
practices to reduce food related CO2-eq emissions, via a shift in diet and related 
food practices. These include: eliminating meat consumption (35%), avoiding 
domestic food waste (12%), purchasing local (5%) and avoiding packaging waste 
(3%) (Hoolohan et al. 2013, p.1065). 
When you see a neat list of food practices that could be changed to reduce 
impacts you may assume that it seems quite simple to reduce food impacts. While 
the strategies appear simple, and are great rules of thumb, we would argue that 
actually achieving such a change is incredibly challenging. Given for example that 
‘no country has yet managed a successful, sustained reduction in the prevalence 
of overweight and obesity, despite health and medical research’ (NHMRC 2014, 
p.1). Shifting food habits appears incredibly hard, however history suggest they do
change  (see also Kiln 2016). 

Cards for conversations about food and design

In light of the opposite, we have developed a set of cards that may be used as a 
tool to assist in formulating a conversation around what a sustainable diet may be, 
how design may be implicated, and how design may assist in generating potential 
interventions that may shift the current situation to drive change. 
The cards are an engagement tool that we hope will facilitate conversations around 
our current food practices, challenge assumptions, and critique the environment 
that we live in. 

How to use the cards

• To print the cards into a pack, download the print version from: 
http://imagination.lancs.ac.uk/news/Food_design_sustainability

• The cards are intended to be self-explanatory prompts for discussions about
design and food.

• There is no right wrong way to use them.
• They may be more effective if utilised in discussion within small groups.
• We see them fitting comfortably within traditional brainstorming methods, and

find most effective results occur when you utilise multiple cards to gain insight
into the complexity of the food system.

• Consider serving some food alongside the cards, perhaps showing what healthy,
high protein, low cost and low CO2eq food look (and tastes) like.

• If you wish, you can use the database of food impacts to assit in addressing 
several cards, available here:
http://imagination.lancs.ac.uk/news/Food_design_sustainability

• Please hack, remix, re-interpret and build on these cards as you see fit.
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The choices around us

What would a guilt free, sustainable and healthy 
environment look like? This environment would 
require limited consumer responsibility to eat 
a healthy and sustainable diet. It’s ‘normal’.

It could be argued that we have an ‘obesigenic’ 
and ‘unsustainable’ food environment at 
present that scripts food purchases.

This card is based on a ‘choice architecture’ approach to 
design. Making the default actions the preferred option.



Variety
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Change in others

What would it take to change another persons food 
related habits (e.g. siblings, parents, colleagues)?

Think back (decades), under what circumstances 
have they changed (what they purchased, how they 
stored, cooked and ate)? What may it take to shift?

You could explore in relation to:

• Material Artefacts:
The designed stuff
that enable us to do
something,

• Skills and competencies
about how we do
something (practical
knowledge),

• Meanings and
understandings
about what we ought to do
(common understandings)

• Rules:
what we must do.



The Table
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Food routines

What would it take to change 
your food-related habits:

• purchasing?
• storing?

• cooking?
• eating?

Think back, under what circumstances have 
you changed? What influenced your shift? 
What would influence a future shift?

You could explore in relation to:

• Material Artefacts:
The designed stuff
that enable us to do
something,

• Skills and competencies
about how we do
something (practical
knowledge),

• Meanings and
understandings
about what we ought to do
(common understandings)
and

• Rules:
what we must do.



Reliable
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Trajectories of diet

Diets are dynamic; they have evolved over time. 

What has been the role of designed stuff in this 
change? Map out the trajectory of practice over 
the last century against this shift in food.

You could map out change in:

• Material Artefacts:
how the designed
environment changed
in the last century with
respect to how we
produce, purchase, store,
and eat food?

• Skills and competencies:
How has the skill set of
society possibly changed
over the last century?

• What significant cultural
influences have created
change?



Normal
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What is this? 
How do I eat it?

grams of CO2 equivalent 
per gram of protein

Yellow peas dried 0.88 g 

Green peas dried 1.42 g  

Cowpeas 2.06 g 

Beans - green beans 2.53 g

Oats 2.78 g 

Soybean 3.22 g 

Haddock 3.41 g 

Rye  3.58 g 

Chick peas dried 3.99 g 

Lentils 4.06 g 

Barley (pearled) 4.34 g 

Pilchards 4.45 g 

Wheat 4.52 g 

Sesame seed  5.19 g 

Emu  6.59 g 

Herring  6.76 g

Hazlenuts  7.04 g 

Pistachios  7.52 g 

Cahsew nuts  7.90 g 

Beef 128.33 g



WTF?
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More protein 
Less carbon

What does 45 grams of protein look like 
in a diet that with a significantly reduced 
global warming potential? For example 
50% - 80% less CO2eq emissions.

Take a typical diet as a base line, and 
work through possible substitutions for 
protein that may significantly reduce the 
carbon impact of the base line diet.

Image – Butcher’s shop in Valencia, Tom Adriaenssen 2006 CC BY-SA 2.0

A baseline diet and food impact data is available here:
http://imagination.lancs.ac.uk/news/Food_design_sustainability



Protein
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More protein 
Less money

What does 45 grams of protein look like 
in a diet with a low cost to consumers?

Take a typical diet as a base line, and 
work through possible substitutions for 
protein that may significantly reduce 
the cost of the base line diet.

Image – Shopping receipt, Stephen Clune, 2016 CC BY-SA 2.0

A baseline diet and food impact data is available here:
http://imagination.lancs.ac.uk/news/Food_design_sustainability



Value
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Habits held in place

Select a food habit that could be shifted. 
What is holding this habit in place?

Map out the factors that could be 
locking the behaviour in place.

Think about external factors (e.g. environment, 
infrastructures, languages, rules) and internal 
factors (e.g. knowledge, dispositions, skills)

Johnny Mercer’s song ‘accentuate the positive’ captures the 
spirit of transforming the matrix into design solutions. 

You got to accentuate the positive,  
eliminate the negative,  

latch on to the affirmative, 
and don’t mess with mister in between.



Everyday
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Scale

What are the examples of best practice that come 
closest to resembling something that we may call 
‘sustainable’, but lack the scale to make them work?

What practices would you:

• Amplify
• Create
• Destroy



One off?
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Disruption

What are the possible disruptive events that may 
create cracks in the current food systems?

What practices would you:

• Amplify
• Create
• Destroy



Shock
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Being choosy

Foods are chosen based on a mishmash of 
vaguely related practical and moral concerns, 
choices and dichotomies such as...

processed / unprocessed,

local / imported,

healthy / unhealthy,

balanced / unbalanced,

practical / impractical.

Each choice is interwoven with other complex 
social and familial responsibilities and obligations. 
Where is the space to change choice?



Decisions
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Seasons

Global supply chains, cold storage and shipping, 
advanced packaging, all help to divorce food from 
its seasonality and make it available year round.

What role does seasonal food have 
in meeting worlds’ food needs?

Image – liz west 2005 CC BY 2.0



Always in stock
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Fun

Almost everyone can enjoy the experience of eating.

Think back to the last time you ate a 
meal that was super fun. What were the 
elements that created this experience?  

In what different ways could these be recreated?



A great time
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Mediated choice

Think back to what you ate yesterday...
Who mediated the choices you made? 

• Food available in the shops?
• Ingredient in available ready meals?
• Celebrity chef recipes on televisions?
• Recipes in the Sunday paper?
• Options at the school canteen?



Mediated choiceToday’s menu
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Ethics

What should consumers be able to decide 
about? What can companies, government, 
organisation decide. Where is the balance. 

How can you deal with this as a designer?



1.9 billion servings a day
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Marketing mythology

Myth making and story telling influence 
our perception about food. What is 
good? What food is proper?

These myths may not communicate the real story of current 
production, or health benefit proclaimed. This increase the 
gap between consumers and their food.

An apple a day keeps the …………………………..………….......

Carrots help you see in the …………………………..………….....

Spinach makes you …………………………..………….................

 
Design may need to actively: 

• Destroy existing myths

• create new myths? 



Strong to the finish
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You are what you eat

You are made of food.

From eating food to excreting takes between 
24 and 72 hours, What did you eat yesterday? 
Chances are this is still inside you.

What was it?

Where did it come from?



Every meal
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Experiential learning

What would a food-related campaign look like that 
was not based on communicating information?

Can you create action experiences and 
engagement that has the consequence 
of learning through the process?



Try me
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Food beyond fuel

Food is more than a commodity or fuel for the body. 
Can you explain to me what comfort food is? 

How might we consider:

• Meaning and lived experiences of food
• Non-conscious
• Non-rational
• Emotional 
• Wellbeing
• Moods
 



1,250 calories
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Circular economy

The food supply system may traditionally be linear.

What would a circular economy be where production 
and consumption begin to be connected up?

Can you identify examples?



60°C for 6 months



Addendum 
Principles behind the cards

While the cards are intended to be stand alone, they are informed by a range of 
theory. They are an attempt to translate principles from the hard and soft sciences 
into an accessible form. There are several broad principles that have been drawn 
on to develop the cards. 1. Understanding food better, 2. Understanding people, 
practices and the environment, 3. Understanding how design may intervene – 
strategies for change. These three concepts are intertwined. 

Understanding food better

We are interested in food in relation to triple bottom line of sustainability. The 
environmental (greenhouse gas emissions), economic (£) and social (health and 
nutrition) costs associated with food. 
The major mechanism to identify the environmental impacts is via life cycle 
assessment (LCA), which is the ‘compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs 
and the potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its lifecycle’ 
(ISO 14040:2006). Put simply, LCA measures all the inputs (energy, fertiliser, fuel 
use) and outputs (emissions from animals and plants, trucks and tractors) of the 
farming, production and transport processes to deliver your tasty ingredients to the 
supermarkets. The data in the resources section is compiled by comparing 1800 
LCA results (Clune et al. 2016).
The cost of food was identified through mysupermarket app, that enables you to 
compare the cost of food available within and across supermarkets .  Nutritional 
values are taken from raw food figures within the USDA National Nutrient Database 
(2015).
Several of the cards refer to the interplay between these elements, in trying to 
identify what a low cost diet may be with respect to environmental, economy and 
health.  We argue that if you want a sustainable food system then it will most likely 
involve a diet with a lower impact.  The resources section of this document has a 
mix of complimentary data available for you. This is also available to download as 
an excel file. 

Understanding people, practices 
and the environment

The cards draw on several sociological and psychological principles that aim to 
understand people, practices and the environment better.  In many ways we are 
hoping the cards encourage food to be looked at from multiple perspectives, so that 
if you attempt to intervene then you have a wider understanding of possible places 
to do so. 
There is a blame game that often occurs between sectors, the individual says ‘well I 
only buy what is available’, the supermarkets say ‘well I only sell what the customer 
wants’, Stalemate! History would suggest that change occurs when we see a shift 
in both the individual, and the environment (the supermarket and supply chain). 
This divide in behaviour change theory can be seen to date back to Lewin’s (1935) 
early psychological understanding of behaviour, that a person’s behaviour (B) is a 
function of his or her own personality, or other ‘internal’ factors (P) and the physical 
and social environment (E) B = f (P, E).  Several cards prompt you to think about 
external factors (e.g. environment, infrastructures, languages, rules) and internal 
factors (e.g. knowledge, dispositions, skills) that may be holding habits in place.
From sociology we have been informed by the emergence of ‘social practice theory’ 
that suggests that reducing consumption could potentially be achieved through 
understanding and modifying everyday practices.  Strengers (2010) describes 
various elements that can be understood to make up a practice. These are: 
• Material Artifacts that enable us to do something (this is all the designed stuff)
• Skills and competencies about how we do something (practical knowledge to let

us do something),
• Meanings and understandings about what we ought to do (common

understandings) and
• Rules, what we must do.
Everyday practices such as cooking and eating have been formed over time 
through the interrelationship of all elements of practice. Practices are dynamic 
and alter over time, some cooking practices have changed dramatically over time 
that they may be unrecognisable from their origins i.e scanning a barcode of a pre 
packaged steamed rice satchel and placing in the microwave would be science 
fiction 100 years ago, while some practices would be extremely familiar, like sitting 
at a table and eating dinner. The study of practices is central to understanding 
everyday actions – that may need to be redirected for a more sustainable society. 
Many of the cards prompt you to think through the elements of a practice. 



Designing for Change

Actively designing change is a concept we are comfortable with, informed by a 
mix of strategies from design, design for sustainability, futures, and design for 
behavioural change. 
From Design for Sustainability, the concept of amplify is inspired by Ezio Manzin, 
and John Thackara. It is interesting as it suggest that we may not always need to 
create new things from scratch, we can ‘use what exists’ (Manzini 2002, p.9), in 
identifying positive initiatives to build upon and grow. 
From design futures, the concept of creation and destruction is influenced by 
Tony Fry, who suggest that as designers we need to actively decide what futures 
we wish to create, sustain, or destroy (Fry 1999). We place a great weight on 
understanding the past, present and future as central to designing for change. 
Often the cards ask you to think back, or draw a trajectory (Lopes et al. 2007) of 
how we have came to be, identifying why change has occurred historically, and 
designs relationship to this change. History is full of anecdotes to learn from. 
Within design for behavioural change, there is a plethora of theories drawn on, 
see figure 2. These strategies build on psychological and sociological theories of 
change (the second ring).
The concept of choice architecture, or choice editing is a particular concept worth 
noting that attempts to make default actions the preferred option. This card asks 
you to imagine a what a guilt free, sustainable and healthy environment look like? 
an environment that requires limited consumer responsibility to eat a healthy and 
sustainable diet. It’s ‘normal’. It could be argued that we have an ‘obesigenic’ and 
‘unsustainable’ food environment at present that scripts food purchases. Figure 2: Categorisation of design approaches in relation to behavioural theories

Source: (Niedderer et al. 2014, p.49).



Trial workshop and further iterations

Dr Stephen Clune, Prof. Adrian Friday and Dr Roger Whitham from Lancaster 
University facilitated a Food Design for Sustainability workshop at the Design 
Research Society 50th Anniversary Conference, Brighton, 27th July, 2016.  
Within the workshop, we began with a series of initial engagement cards. These 
cards were built on through the event by the contribution of the expert participants 
from Australia, England, Italy, Netherlands, Tawian, Thailand, Uruguay and the 
USA.
Special thanks to participants Carlos Teixeira, Kyungeun Sung, Rick Schifferstein, 
Serena Pollastri, Hayley Alter, Treechada Chotiratanapinun, Wen Huei Chou and 
Silvana Juru.
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